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The opinions expressed by the participants of the entrepreneurs are their own. How can I hire good sellers? A: Outstanding sellers come in all shapes and sizes. So your job is to come up with a way to find those candidates who walk through the door primed for success. Don't shoot from the hip. In the hiring process, develop a system that improves your chances of a better choice. The key characteristics
to look for are a willing, shoe-intensive salesman with a strong, disciplined work ethic. Sounds impressive, but the trick is to find such the perfect candidate. Here are some rules to follow: Rule #1: Create a candidate profile. Do your homework. Create a system before trying to interview your next prospect. Create a seller profile that is compatible with your company. Ask yourself the following questions
about the best sellers you've ever hired:1. What do my best sellers do differently than the rest? (For example: Early risers that usually makes scouting calls the first two hours of the day.) 2. What is their level of education? 3. What was their employment history before joining my company? 4. Are they able to work without supervision? 5. What was the level of knowledge about their sales skills? 6. What is
their level of verbal and written communication skills? 7. How much sales training do they require? 8. Do they have good organizational skills? 9. How much money did they make before joining my company? 10. Is there a general situation or trait in each of their origins that allowed them to come to my company and succeed? (For example: The eldest child in the family? highly motivated by money?) Tip for
New Entrepreneurs: Interview some successful role models and ask them above questions about their sellers. Rule number 2: Build interview questions. Design and ask interview questions that will give you a better understanding of how the candidate thinks and acts. Then you can determine if they have values and motivation that will complement your company. Create your own questions based on what
you've discovered by applying the first rule. Here are a few examples:1. What is your opinion of most sellers? 2. What will you borrow from school? 3. How do you feel about cold calls and knocking on the door for business? 4. What are your income goals? 5. Why are you considering sales? Or why do you change companies? 6. What is the strongest asset you bring in this career? 7. How would you cope
with this situation? (Prepare a sales scenario that includes a call or objection/refusal.) 8. Where do you think you will find most of your prospects? Rule number 3: Start with a resume. No one should be interviewed until they send you a resume. Then decide if the interview is appropriate. During the interview, don't be tempted to miss some key questions because you get a good feeling about the candidate.
Focus. questions and listen. Remember that a candidate must sell you a job Don't change roles. Daniel Kennedy is an authority on sales, developing peak productivity relationships and winning customers for life. Call her at (800) 848-8070 or visit www.daniellekennedy.com for information about consulting for your business. The views expressed in this column are those of the author, not Entrepreneur.com.
All responses should be general in nature, without taking into account specific geographical areas or circumstances, and should be relied upon only after consultation with the relevant expert, such as a lawyer or accountant. We've created a SYOB course to help you start your entrepreneurial journey. You can now sign up for as little as $99 and get a 7-day free trial. Just use the promo code SYOB99 to
qualify for your offer. Start my 7-day free Test Jumpstart of your business. Entrepreneur Insider has your access to the skills, experts and networking you need to get your business off the ground, or take it to the next level. Create your business plan twice as fast, with twice the impact using entrepreneurial BIZ PLANNING PLUS powered by LivePlan. Try risk free for 60 days. Sales and Operations Planning
(SSOC), sometimes known as aggregated planning, is a process in which executive management regularly responds and revises forecasts of supply, supply and related financial impacts. SOC is a decision-making process that ensures that tactical plans in each area of the business are consistent with the overall vision of the company's business plan. The overall result of the S'OP process is that a single
operating plan is created that determines the allocation of the company's resources, including time, money and employees. Companies that use S'OP can offer a number of benefits, such as greater visibility of supply and demand in the enterprise, improved inventory management, increased advertising planning, improved budget forecasting accuracy, and improved product lifecycle management. While
Strategic Planning looks at the company's plan for years to come, tactical plans look at the company's business plan for the coming year. Tactical plans take into account the company's overall strategies, which are strategically in place. Sales and operations planning is aimed at helping companies develop and harmonize tactical plans developed in various areas of the business. There are two approaches
that are used in sales and transaction planning; planning from top to bottom and planning from the bottom up. Top-down planning is the easiest approach to sales and operations planning. In this approach, there is a single sales forecast that manages the planning process. The forecast is based on a combination of products and services requiring similar resources, a number of industrial ready-made
products. Using top-down planning, management can create tactical plans based on a general forecast and divide resources between finished products in the plan. This approach is used by companies that do not The production schedule and the quantity and type of finished products can vary from month to month. In this scenario, a sales forecast is not useful for resource planning. Management needs to
calculate the resources for each product and then pool resources to get a general picture of resource needs. Once the company has worked through its sales forecasts and calculated the resource needs, various alternative production plans should be formed. There are three approaches that are used for the production plan, level haunted, and mixed. The production plan is used where the cost of changing
production levels is extremely expensive, while the cost of holding stocks is very low, for example in the oil industry. Using a production level plan, production remains constant and inventory is used to absorb the differences between sales forecast and production. The chase production plan is the opposite of a level production plan. In this production plan, production changes for each plan time interval in
line with the sales forecast for that interval. With this approach, production is always chasing demand, hence the name of the chase production plan. This approach is best used for companies that either cannot conduct inventory. Otherwise, doing so is extremely expensive, while changes in the cost of production are very small. The mixed production plan takes the elements both out of the chase and level
of plans, where there will be differences in production and inventory levels that will produce a better production plan. To gain a competitive advantage, it is more important to streamline the company's processes. Companies that have an effective sales planning process and operations improve their visibility in their enterprise. They can improve product management, improve advertising planning and
minimize unnecessary stockpiling. December 25, 2000 4 min read Opinions expressed by entrepreneur savers are their own. The question is: Can you get me to start formulating a 2001 sales plan for my business? A: Here's a four month sales and marketing plan to go start your business for the new year. Keep in mind that all the attention of the sales plan is to create a business. So every month, I've listed
intelligence ideas to help you reach your goal. Hopefully these first four months will encourage you to create your own ideas for the rest of the year. January: Get Word Out Preparing an inexpensive one-page sheet that describes, in a nutshell, the benefits of your business. A black-and-white piece with one color is effective, such as black, white and red. Your one page sheet can be scanned and sent over
the Internet, mailed to prospects or delivered door-to-door. Offer something free to encourage the reader to call you. Turn on the section customer with room for name, phone number, email address and so on. Sample copies include: Guarantee back money if you're ACT today. Offer offer 30 days. Free demonstration every Tuesday in (grocery store, hairdresser) or on (your website). Spend two hours each
day three days a week to flood the market with a single page sheet. February: Love past customer your client list up to date? If it's been a few months since new customer names were introduced, you'll get a current database. Then send them a letter. Thank them for doing business with you and asking for referrals. An example of the topic for writing: You are interested in my success. I want you to look
good. Let me prove myself to one of your associates or friends. Spend 90 minutes each day working on your past client campaign. March: Sponsor event This can be inexpensive. Go to your local children's hospital or any local nonprofit group that is always respected and say you would like to sponsor a 10K-run fundraiser, a fashion show, a bingo party at your local church or a super dinner to feed the
homeless. With the right charity on board, you will be able to attract a lot of volunteers. When someone asks what's in it for you and your company, always answer: Good rumors. We build our reputation by word of mouth. Example themes: Spring Fling Fashion Show, Spring in the form of a 10K run, St. Patrick's Day bingo in the local church hall. Spend two hours a day for three weeks before the event.
Choose the right volunteers and cut your workload in half. Your volunteers may be potential future customers, too. April: Buy booth will your business benefit if you attended a specific trade show in your area? Buy a booth and plan ways to attract prospects. Food and drink are always good samples without incentives. You don't need the biggest or most expensive stand. Shoot for a good traffic area. If you
can get an attendance list in advance, you can send invitations. Arrange for another person to be on your booth with you, then you can work on the territory. Circulate. Example of invitations or print editions (not too many copies): Don't miss the best opportunities of this convention. Stop at booth 67 for this convention to keep a secret. (Use secrets and secrets to seduce perspective.) Spend at least one
hour a day for two weeks preparing for the exhibition. Now it's your turn to work on the other eight months. Remember that in order for your sales plan to become profitable, each month must contain specific activities such as cold call and warm call of past customers, personal calls to your territory and participation in the activities of the local business network. Daniel Kennedy is an authority on sales,
developing peak productivity relationships and winning customers for life. Call her at (800) 848-8070 or visit www.daniellekennedy.com for information about consulting your business. The views expressed in this column are those of the author, not Entrepreneur.com. All responses must be general in nature, without taking into account specific geographical areas or circumstances, and and rely only after
consulting with the relevant expert, such as a lawyer or accountant. Accountant.
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